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ABSTRACT
Internet safety and privacy considerations are increasingly important topics for adolescents. While online games and other media
exist to introduce middle school and high school students to security and privacy concepts, there are very few practical exercises that
reinforce concepts in a hands-on manner. In this paper, we introduce The Adventures of ScriptKitty, a free on-line learning aid that
is used in conjunction with the Raspberry Pi single board computer.
We piloted The Adventures of ScriptKitty to 51 middle school and
high school students. Our results show that students significantly
improved their understanding of basic network topics and felt more
confident on how to stay safe on the Internet.
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INTRODUCTION

Cybersecurity and online safety practices are not commonly taught
at the middle school and high school levels. However, Internet use is
virtually ubiquitous amongst adolescents (ages 11-18). The National
Center for Education Statistics suggests that 68% of 11-14 year-olds
and 78% of 15-18 year-olds in the United States use the Internet
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at home, with 92% of U.S. teens accessing the Internet through a
mobile device [20]. A 2018 study by the Pew Research Center [1]
indicates that 95% of teenagers have access to smartphones and
45% of teens report themselves as being online almost constantly.
However, many adolescents do not understand how their information is used online. In one recent study, 50% of surveyed teenagers
either felt that the information they posted online was considered
private, or had no concept of online privacy [23].
Several organizations have begun to capture which Internet
safety concepts are important for students to learn and when to
teach them. For example, ACM’s Model Curriculum for K-12 Computer Science [32] recommends that by 9th and 10th grade, students
understand the basic components of computer networks and the
ethical issues that arise from their use. The CS Teachers Association
(CSTA) recommends that by age 11, students learn the basics of
how information is transferred across the web and how to protect
personal information [27]. A 2013 survey of “stakeholders" (parents,
teachers, teenagers) suggests that Internet safety should be taught
as early as elementary school, but that many teachers and parents
feel under-prepared to introduce the concepts [19].
In this paper, we introduce The Adventures of ScriptKitty, a free
online story-based educational aid that aims to improve cyber
awareness amongst teenagers and adolescents through practical
hands-on exercises. The ScriptKitty materials are designed to be
used in conjunction with the Raspberry Pi, a $35.00 single board
computer with a System-on-Chip (SoC) processor similar to those
found in mobile phones. In addition to the ScriptKitty online stories and tutorials, we provide a GitHub repository containing the
technical materials needed for educators to set up a Raspberry Pi
for home or classroom use. Our goal in developing ScriptKitty is to
make adolescents aware of their activities online, and to educate
them on how to best protect themselves.
We piloted a portion of the ScriptKitty materials to 51 middle
school and high school students across three workshops. Specifically, we focused on the module introducing network fundamentals
and packet sniffers. We measured the improvement in student performance pre- and post-workshop and asked students to self-assess
their confidence on various topics. Our results show a significant
improvement in student performance, and sizeable increases in
student confidence. We believe The Adventures of ScriptKitty will
be a valuable resource to help increase student awareness of their
digital footprints.
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RELATED WORK

In addition to the ACM’s Model Curriculum for K-12 Education [32],
both the K-12 Computer Science Framework [7] (a collaborative
effort by ACM and multiple other computing organizations) and the
the CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standard [27] highlight the need
for a progressive understanding of networks, the Internet and the
impacts of computing. The K-12 Computer Science Standard outlines detailed expectations for students. For example, middle school
and high school students are expected to model network protocols
and explain the trade-offs between public and private information
sharing. The GenCyber program [11] seeks to develop cyber awareness in K-12 students and teachers across the United States and
outlines concepts and principles for practicing and understanding
cybersecurity.
Despite the recognized need, network and Internet fundamentals
are not widely taught in schools [19, 32]. When Internet safety is
taught, fear is often used as a key motivating factor [16, 34]. A
recent study of 75 mobile online security applications shows that
“safe use" by adolescents is enforced by parental controls rather than
teenager self-regulation [34]. Researchers present the Teen Online
Safety Strategies (TOSS) model that focuses on teen self-monitoring,
impulse control, and risk-coping which are aided by understanding
security threats and impact of decisions [34]. A more recent study
supports the TOSS model, showing that children were more willing
to accept restrictions on devices when they fully understood the
threat and co-designed the monitoring interfaces [18]. An earlier
study also argues that that building confidence in the skills of users
is the most effective strategy for improving online safety [16].
Most practical exercises focused on network fundamentals focus
more on attacking/defending systems and less on the user-level
implications and impacts of those attacks. For example, capture the
flag (CTF) competitions like PicoCTF [6] are increasingly popular
at the high school and college levels, where teams race to solve
challenges and search for “flags". CyberCIEGE [31] is an online
game that creates scenarios where students have to make decisions
about designing and maintaining the network security of a lab.
The CyberPatriot [33] competition enables high school and middle
school students to protect and defend critical information systems
against an active threat.
While the aforementioned competitions and tools are excellent for students actively planning on careers pursuing cybersecurity, they are less useful for educating users on the threats they
face online. Researchers have argued that cybersecurity education
should focus on the most common threats and that hands-on exercises are the best way for students to learn [9]. GenCyber summer
camps [8, 10, 15] offer hands-on opportunities for K-12 students
to learn about cybersecurity. However, the camps are localized to
particular regions in the United States and the materials are not
freely available for large-scale classroom adoption.
A key novelty of The Adventures of ScriptKitty is its use of the
Raspberry Pi, a $35.00 single board computer (SBC) that is widely
used for STEM education at the K-12 level due to its low cost and
strong community support [28]. The Raspberry Pi has been successfully used to introduce middle school and high school students
to digital signal processing [24], engineering concepts [14], space

Figure 1: A sample comic from the story-line

technology [30] and computing [2, 13]. The Raspberry Pi is also
used to introduce K-12 students to STEM in developing nations [35].
Our work is also novel in its use of comics (see Figure 1) and a
story-based approach to help make the material more attractive to
a younger audience. The use of comics for teaching cyber security
is a relatively new concept. CySCom [17] creates comics using the
Comic-BEE [26] educational tool to create a “choose-your-ownadventure” comic targeted toward high school students. The Army
Cyber Institute and Arizona State University have used graphic
novels to help users visualize the future of cyberspace operations
[29]. However, these projects introduce concepts in a passive manner and do not pair concepts with hands-on exercises. In contrast,
The Adventures of ScriptKitty focuses on the “so what" factor by
letting students observe how easily security compromises can occur
with commonly used free tools.
Lastly, many cyber security materials are not freely available
and may be expensive to deploy, limiting their effectiveness in
more resource-constrained classrooms. In contrast, the ScriptKitty
materials are free to access [3–5] and include an SD card image
and GitHub repository that enable instructors to quickly setup the
materials on purchased Raspberry Pis. To the best of our knowledge,
The Adventures of SciptKitty is the first freely available project that
combines comics with hands-on exercises to introduce Internet
safety and network fundamentals on the Raspberry Pi.

3

OVERVIEW OF MATERIALS

Our free online materials come in several parts. First, we use GitBook [5, 12] to present the ScriptKitty story-line and tutorials in an
easily readable web format. The story-line and tutorials are meant
to be used in conjunction with the Raspberry Pi. In order to reduce setup time, we distribute a custom Raspberry Pi 3 image [3]
pre-loaded with Kali linux and all the needed software. For educators using different versions of the Raspberry Pi or who want
to use our materials on other computers, we make our materials
available through a GitHub repository [4]. The repository contains
detailed instructions and install scripts to assist users in installing
all necessary packages on a Raspbian or Kali-based image.
Our story is broken into four chapters, each with new plot point
and a technical component that guides students through an interactive exercise. The premise of the story is as follows: one morning,
Ruby (a.k.a. “ScriptKitty") is shocked to discover her human (Gerry)
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looking at pictures of cats on the Internet. Hurt and confused, she
enlists the help of Pixel (a canary) and Ed (a pony) to help figure out
what’s going on. While our story encompasses four chapters, we
focus our pilot study on the first two chapters. In the paragraphs
below, we provide a robust overview of chapters 1 and 2 and a
summary of the last two chapters.
In the first chapter, students are introduced to the characters in
the story and to the Raspberry Pi SBC. Students are guided through
connecting the required peripherals of a display, keyboard, and
mouse to boot the computer. Instructions for advanced users to
access the Pi remotely from another computer using SSH are also
provided. We note that this chapter supports the first two levels of
the ACM Model K-12 Curriculum [32], and the CSTA K-12 Standard
Level 1B Computer Systems identifier on Devices [27].
The next chapter represents the most advanced technical portion of the story, introducing students to networks, packets, and
packet sniffers. We discuss packets and their composition while
introducing the protocols, IP addresses, ports, and payload components. In the practical exercise, students are provided a packet
capture (PCAP) file purporting to be Gerry’s Internet traffic, and
use Wireshark [22] to view his web searches and even read his
emails. We discuss the ethical gray area of packet sniffing, and ask
students if they agree with Ed’s assessment that Ruby’s actions
amount to an invasion of privacy. We mention that it is common for
organizations to run packet sniffers on their own networks, and to
be aware of their existence and use. The students especially learn of
the dangers of packet sniffers on unsecured wireless networks, and
how hackers can use packet sniffers to snoop on people’s Internet
traffic in public spaces.
We close the chapter with general advice on staying safe on the
Internet, including the need to use encryption whenever possible,
how to identify when a network connection is secured (look for
HTTPS), and how to change settings on one’s phone to prevent
them from auto-connecting to unsecured wireless networks. We
discuss the dangers of using of social networking, and how nothing
posted on the Internet is truly private.
The material in chapter 2 supports many of the foundational
elements of computer security education. The materials directly
address the “Networks and Internet" standards for levels 1B, and
most of level 2 for the CSTA K-12 standard. The ACM K-12 curriculum strives for students to exhibit legal and ethical behaviors when
using information technology and to be able to describe and discuss
the impacts of those decisions. Our materials meets level II topics
and goals related to “Computer Science in the Modern World" [32],
including understanding the basics of computer networks, and ethical issues relating to computer networks [32]. The chapter also
aligns with the “Think like an Adversary" GenCyber concept and is
likely useful for GenCyber camps looking to integrate a hands-on
packet sniffing component.
The final two chapters expose students to the dangers of weak
passwords and closes out our story. As a practical exercise, students
use Wireshark to extract a password-protected archive from the
packet capture in Chapter 2, and use John the Ripper [21] to crack
the password on the archive. The last chapter focuses on the dangers
of password reuse and its implications. As a practical exercise,
students re-use the password they discovered in Chapter 3 to “log
on" to Gerry’s computer. We close the chapter with a discussion

Figure 2: Sample quiz questions

of password management and a discussion of social engineering
attacks. These chapters support the ACM K-12 curriculum topics for
password security, and the CSTA K-12 Level 1B and 2 standards on
“Networks and Security" for creating strong passwords and proper
password management [27]. The final two chapters also align with
the “Think like an Adversary" and “Defense in Depth" GenCyber
cybersecurity concepts.

4

ASSESSMENT

We piloted a portion of The Adventures of Script Kitty to three
different groups of students in the form of workshops. Due to the
limited time that we had with all sets of students, we only had
time to introduce the Raspberry Pi and assess the packet sniffing
exercise in Chapter 2. IRB restrictions also limited us to evaluating
middle school and high school students.
The first workshop was given to a set of middle school students
at a local middle school who were all part of their school’s coding
club. We label this population going forward as “Middle School".
Since the coding club meets for only an hour, we were restricted to
at most an hour for our workshop. While not all students provided
demographic information, the data we gathered indicated that the
middle school students ranged in age from 11 to 14 years old, and
were mostly young white males.
The second and third workshops were given to two separate
groups of minority women who attended various NYC high schools.
The first group of young women attended various charter, college
preparatory, and other limited admission schools. All the students
attended the same charter school during middle school. This population is labeled in our study as “Charter School". Our last group of
young women all attended various NYC area public schools. This
last population is labeled in this paper as “Public School". Unlike the
middle school workshop, the two high school workshops were 90
minutes long, allowing us extra time to discuss ethical implications.
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Table 1: Middle School Results
Question
True/False
Best Practices
Conf./Using
Conf./Understanding

(Pre-/Post-)
Population
22/15
22/13
17/10
17/10

Pre-Quiz

Post-Quiz

3.59
2.27
4.14
2.50

4.53
2.62
4.30
3.70

work". The middle schoolers were already very confident using computers prior to the workshop, and remained so afterwards. However,
a different story emerges when middle schoolers were asked to self
report their confidence on “how computers and networks work".
The average score increased from 2.5 to 3.7 from the pre-quiz to
the post-quiz, indicating that student confidence on understanding
how computers and networks worked improved as a result of our
workshop. Students also reported enjoying reading the comics and
became invested in the story (I wish Ruby was my cat!, exclaimed
one middle school student).
There were several threats to the validity of this initial study,
several of which caused us to redesign the workshop for our high
school populations. The biggest threat to validity were students
failing to complete all questions on the pre-quiz and post-quiz,
primarily due to students getting distracted and parents coming to
pick up their children earlier than anticipated. Early departures and
distracted students resulted in 7 students leaving without taking
the post-quiz. Of the remaining 16 students who took the postquiz, only 13 completed the Best Practices question, and only 10
answered the confidence questions. While we had attempted to
number the quizzes to keep track of which students took what
quiz, the classroom separated the area that students sat to take the
quizzes from the area they completed the workshop. Students did
not return to their original seats after the activity, removing our
ability to correlate pre- and post-quiz scores. Thus, significance
results are omitted for this workshop.

All populations were given a pre-quiz prior to the workshop and
post-quiz at the end of the workshop that contained identical questions. Figure 2 shows a listing of sample questions. To discourage
guessing, an “I don’t know" option was added to each question. The
first set of questions were a series of True/False questions designed
to assess students’ knowledge about networks, packets, WireShark,
and implications of using a network. Since the first workshop was
limited to only an hour, the quiz taken by the Middle School population contained only the first 6 questions. The 90-minute workshops
given to the high school students were expanded to contain all 10
True/False questions. The next question asked students to circle
good practices to stay safe on the Internet. Lastly, we asked students
to rate (on a Likert scale) how confident they were about using
computers vs. understanding how networks/the Internet works.

5

RESULTS

Results for the three populations are shown in Tables 1- 3. For the
True/False questions, the authors gave a point to every question
that was answered correct (an incorrect response or an “I don’t
know" response was assigned zero points). Hence, the maximum
score that a student could earn on the True/False questions in the
middle school and high school workshops was 6 and 10 respectively.
For the Good Practices question, the authors counted the number
of correct circles (“use encryption", “turn off GPS location posting"
and “regularly check your privacy settings") and the maximum
score was 3.
We used the R package [25] to conduct significance analysis. Due
to the variations in the population sizes, R automatically selected a
Welch two-sample t-test for this analysis.

5.1

5.2

Results with High School Students

Our issues with the Middle School population forced us to reevaluate how our assessments were conducted. Our high school
workshops were located in a classroom with sufficient power supplies at each desk, so that students did not move around during
the workshop. The workshops for high school students were 90minutes each, enabling us to extend the True/False component of
the quiz to 10 total questions. The confidence questions were modified specifically assess student confidence on understanding how
the Internet works, and how to stay safe online.
Despite our best efforts, there were still a couple instances where
students skipped questions or did not complete the post-quiz. Of
the 16 students in the Charter School population, all completed the
True/False questions, 15 completed the Best Practices question and
12-14 completed the confidence questions. While 14 students started
the workshop in the Public School population, one student left early
due to feeling unwell; data on at most 13 students were consequently
collected. While 13 students completed both the True/False and
Best Practices questions, only 9 students answered the confidence
questions. Unlike our first workshop, we were able to correlate the
scores in the high school populations, enabling us to perform a
two-sample paired t-test.
Table 2 and Table 3 depict the improvements in average score
for each question and the associated p-values. Despite attempting
to make the True/False question component harder, we saw a statistically significant improvement in student performance in both
populations. For example, the Charter School population averaged
50% on the pre-quiz compared to 63.1% on the post-quiz. The Public
School population experienced a larger improvement, with a jump

Results with Middle School Students

Table 1 summarizes our results with the Middle School population.
As previously mentioned, we were restricted to no more than an
hour with this group of students. For the True/False component of
the quiz, we saw an improvement from 3.59 (59.8%) to 4.53 (75.5%).
We also noticed a reduction on the number of “I don’t know" responses; 16 middle school students indicated at least one “I don’t
know" answer to True/False questions on the pre-quiz, compared
to 3 on the post-quiz.
The students did fairly well on the Best Practices question on
the pre-quiz and post-quiz. We speculate this could be due to prior
exposure to computing topics. As mentioned, the Middle School
population consisted of students who were part of the school’s
coding club. Only two students selected “I don’t know" for this
question on the pre-quiz (and none did on the post-quiz). While we
see a rise in the average score on this question, it was slight.
Lastly, we asked the students to self assess their confidence in
“using computers" vs. “understanding how computers and networks
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Table 2: Charter School Results
Question
True/False
Best Practices
Conf./Using
Conf./Understanding
Conf./Safety

(Pre-/Post-)
Population
16/16
15/15
14/14
13/13
12/12

Pre-Quiz

Post-Quiz

P-value

5.00
1.80
3.50
2.92
3.16

6.31
2.23
3.79
3.62
4.00

0.0239
0.0484
0.5000
0.0019
0.0172

Table 3: Public School Results
Group
True/False
Best Practices
Conf./Using
Conf./Understanding
Conf./Safety

(Pre-/Post-)
Population
13/13
13/13
9/9
9/9
8/8

Pre-Quiz

Post-Quiz

P-value

3.92
1.54
4.16
2.78
2.94

6.69
2.46
4.16
3.67
4.13

0.0014
0.0148
1.0000
0.2249
0.0371

Figure 3: Big takeaway from the workshop
in average score from 39.2% to 66.9% on the True/False component.
A reduction in the number of “I don’t know" responses for the
True/False component can also be observed for both populations.
While 9 students from the Charter School population and 13 students from the Public School population indicated at least one "I
don’t know" answer on the pre-quiz, only 4 Charter School students
and 4 Public School students indicated at least one “I don’t know"
response on the post-quiz.
The high school populations also experienced a statistically significant improvement in average scores for the Best Practices question. The Charter school population’s average score improved from
1.68 to 2.23, while the Public School population improved from 1.54
to 2.46. Only 2 students from the Charter School populations indicated “I don’t know" for the Best Practices question on the pre-quiz,
compared to 3 from the Public School population. No students from
either population selected this response on the post-quiz.

School population’s average confidence rating increased from a
2.94 to a 4.13. Our results suggest that our workshops significantly
improved student confidence on staying safe on the Internet.
5.2.2 Open-Ended Responses. Our results are bolstered by the
set of open-ended responses we received from our high school
students. We asked students to note “what was the one thing (good
or bad) that you took away from this workshop?". We received a
total of 14 responses. Figure 3 shows a summary of the responses.
We removed punctuation, capitalization, and stop words and applied
stemming to merge similar words (e.g. “learn" and “learned"). In
general, students were most impacted by the fact that others can
“snoop" on their network traffic using a tool like Wireshark. It
doesn’t take much to be a hacker, noted one participant. Internet
safety matters! exclaimed another.

6

5.2.1 Confidence Analysis. The high school populations were
also asked to self-assess their confidence levels on using a computer
vs. "understanding how the Internet works" and "what you need
to stay safe on the Internet". Responses from individuals who did
not complete the associated question on both the pre-quiz and the
post-quiz were excluded. We were able to procure 22 responses on
"understanding how the Internet works" and 20 responses on staying "safe on the Internet". Like the Middle School population, the
students from the high school populations were already very confident on using computers. Both high school populations showed
an improvement in confidence from the pre-quiz to the post-quiz
in understanding how the Internet works. While the Public School
population’s average confidence level increased from 2.78 to a 3.67
from the pre-quiz to the post-quiz, the result was not found to be significantly significant. Further analysis revealed that the confidence
scores for three individuals in the Public School population actually
went down. We speculate that the decrease may have been due to
initial overconfidence, and that our workshop may have showed
them how little they understood about the Internet to begin with.
However, there was a statistically significant increase in confidence in both high school populations on staying safe online. The
Charter School population’s average confidence rating increased
from 3.16 on the pre-quiz to a 4.00 on the post-quiz. The Public

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduce The Adventures of ScriptKitty, a novel
educational aid to teach adolescents about Internet safety through
hands-on exercises on the Raspberry Pi. Our freely available materials makes The Adventures of ScriptKitty easy to deploy in a home
or classroom setting. The current set of chapters match many of
the CSTA K-12 objectives related to Networks, the Internet and
social impacts. Lastly, the concepts covered in several chapters align
with several GenCyber concepts, suggesting that the ScriptKitty
materials can easily be integrated into existing GenCyber curricula.
We ran a pilot study on 51 middle school and high school students. Our results show that our materials were well received and
had a significant impact on student learning of basic networking
concepts. Student confidence on understanding how networks/the
Internet works and how to stay safe online also increased considerably. While further assessment is needed to evaluate the ScriptKitty
password security module, our preliminary results are promising
and suggest that our materials are successful in educating students
about key topics while building confidence in an important skillset.
There are many avenues for future work. To expand the ethical discussions of The Adventures of ScriptKitty, we plan to partner
with Comic-BEE [26] to create interactive storylines with more decision making. We believe that having a more heavily-comic focused
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approach will improve student engagement, especially amongst
younger audiences. While our middle school students thoroughly
enjoyed reading the comics, they did not enjoy reading large blocks
of text accompanying the technical components. Increasing the
concentration of comics in the materials will be a primary focus
going forward. We also plan to run additional workshops to generate additional feedback to continue to improve the ScriptKitty
materials and assess the remainder of the chapters.
The use of the materials in conjunction with the Raspberry Pi
was a clear success. All of our populations thoroughly enjoyed using
the Raspberry Pi. Educators at other institutions have also started
using the ScriptKitty materials with elementary school students, and
reported back to us that students loved the storyline and playing
with the Raspberry Pi. While formal assessment of this group is
not yet available, we do want to expand the ScriptKitty materials
to cover a greater range of Internet safety topics and complete
assessment with younger populations.
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